“It, Being Dead, Yet Speaketh”1:
The Recodification of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958
By Jol A. Silversmith
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ore than 20 years ago, the Federal Aviation
Act of 1958 along with other federal statutes
pertaining to aviation—which previously had
resided in chapters of an appendix to title 49 of the U.S.
Code—were repealed and recodified, as a new subtitle
VII to title 49.2 The recodification was specified to be
“without substantive change”3 and “not [to] be construed
as making a substantive change in the laws replaced.”4
Notionally, the 1994 directive that the recodification
was not to have substantive consequences should not
have been problematic. As a general proposition, the
U.S. Supreme Court has explained that “it will not be
inferred that Congress, in revising and consolidating the
laws, intended to change their effect unless such intention is clearly expressed.”5 Consistent with that general
directive and the underlying statute, courts typically have
emphasized that the current aviation statutes are to be
interpreted consistent with their predecessors—even
when changes in phraseology have occurred.6
But, in practice, challenges have arisen in remaining
true to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (and other pre1994 aviation statutes) even while drawing upon the
post-1994 text of subtitle VII. For example, the current
statute in title 49 that preempts state and local regulation of air transportation has substituted the word
“price” for “rates” in its description of subject matter
that may not be regulated by states and localities,7 as
well as omitted “rule” and “standard” from its list of the
means by which such subject matter may not be regulated.8 Less than a year after the recodification, the U.S.
Supreme Court effectively resolved the disparities by
specifying that these changes should not be read to
have any substantive effect.9 However, that is far from
the only statute for which such an issue arises—and in
other cases, there is no high court guidance, but considerable difficulty in determining how significant such
textual changes are to statutory interpretation.
Is the Pre-Recodification Language Controlling?
Despite—or perhaps because of—the Supreme
Court’s guidance, a consequence of the recodification
is that the Federal Aviation Act of 195810 (and the other
pre-1994 aviation statutes that were separately enacted,
such as the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of
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197911 and the Airport and Airway Improvement Act of
198212) continues to live on, in what might be described
as a “shadow” existence—repealed and unpublished,
but nevertheless controlling in the event that the terms
of the statutes now enacted in subtitle VII substantively
depart from those of their predecessors.
Although that proposition may be disconcerting,
it does appear to be the approach most often taken
by the federal courts—i.e., their interpretation of an
aviation statute is governed by the language of its pre1994 predecessor, even if absent that “shadow” on the
current text they might have reached a different conclusion. For example:
• The Third Circuit recently held that even though
current law requires that airport development
plans be “consistent” with state-level plans, the
use of a “reasonable consistency” standard by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) followed
from the pre-1994 “reasonably consistent” language13 because the textual change was semantic
and not substantive.14
• The Tenth Circuit held that even though current law
gives the FAA broad jurisdiction over “certificates,”
the language must be read in conjunction with the
limited and specific set of certificates set forth in its
pre-1994 counterpart,15 which did not include the air
traffic control specialist certificate at issue.16
• The D.C. Circuit has concluded to the extent the
post-1994 statute generally requires that charges
imposed on air carriers by airports be comparable, any ambiguity was resolved by the prior
language,17 which specifically within that directive permitted reasonable classifications—e.g.,
based on tenant or signatory status.18
State tribunals and federal agencies likewise have
opined that in the event of a conflict, the current statutes must yield to the old language. For example,
a Rhode Island trial court found that post-1994 law
could be read to shield aircraft owners not in actual
possession or control from vicarious liability for the
negligence of lessees under state law, but the prior
statute shielded owners/lessors only for security purposes,19 and followed the latter as the standard.20 The
Department of Transportation (DOT), in resolving a
dispute over the restrictions imposed by the Anti-Head
Tax Act, held that even if the recodified language suggested that a municipality could impose taxes on airline
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passengers,21 the intent of the passage as originally
enacted was to limit state and local taxing authority.22
Is the Post-Recodification Language Controlling?
In contrast, the Ninth Circuit deployed a different approach to resolving textual differences—which
could be construed to depart from both the specific
terms of the recodification and the Supreme Court’s
guidance. Specifically, it read a post-1994 aviation statute to have a different substantive meaning than its
predecessor23: The City of Los Angeles challenged an
FAA policy that imposed new revenue-use obligations
on airports that previously accepted federal grants.
The Ninth Circuit concluded that it—in contrast to a
federal district court—lacked jurisdiction to hear the
appeal, based on the then current text of the statute, which authorized circuit appeals. As recodified in
1994, such appeals were stated to be allowed only for
safety-related orders.24 The City argued that the predecessor statute25 had been understood to allow for
the appeal to a circuit court of all FAA orders,26 and
the current statute should be given the same interpretation. But the Ninth Circuit concluded that the
post-1994 statute should be read differently, based on
the reasoning that the modified text embodied Congress’s “understanding of the then-current substance
of the statute. This trumps any alleged contradictory
understanding, particularly when that understanding
is squarely at odds with the current text.”27
Congress subsequently amended the underlying statute to specifically allow the appeal to a circuit court of
non-safety-related FAA orders, including those issued
under part B of subtitle VII,28 premised on the FAA’s
view that the law had been wrongly interpreted,29
but not before other courts had specifically cited the
Los Angeles precedent or applied similar reasoning.30
Although this action resolved the immediate question
of how the statute should be read, it also regrettably
meant that the validity of the Ninth Circuit’s interpretive
approach was not carefully considered by other circuits, or reviewed by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Ninth Circuit’s efforts to find another path may
be understandable, because continued reliance on the
“shadow” of repealed statutes in lieu of their current text
is an unappetizing practice.31 But the court’s stated logic
does not provide a convincing alternative.32 Nothing in
the legislative history of the recodification implied, much
less expressed, congressional intent that the jurisdictional statute at issue be given a new reading.33
Nor is it likely that Congress in 1994 understood the
pre-recodification statute narrowly, given that circuit
courts—including the Ninth—previously and routinely
cited it as the basis for the appeal of all FAA orders.34
Moreover, between the 1994 recodification and the 2003
amendment of the statute at issue, other circuit courts
continued to routinely hear appeals of FAA orders that
were not safety related, without any apparent doubt of

their jurisdiction.35 And the court’s decision to construe
a new congressional “understanding” from the recodified text standing alone not only contradicted circuit
precedent,36 but also has not been followed since.37 Simply put, even if the Ninth Circuit’s approach could have
merit under appropriate factual circumstances—i.e.,
unambiguous substantive textual changes in a recodified
statute—the circumstances under which it did so for the
federal aviation statutes were not justified.38
Unresolved Interpretive Questions
Unfortunately, there is no clear answer as to
whether the pre-recodification or post-recodification
text of the federal aviation statutes should control
in the event of a textual conflict. The U.S. Supreme
Court’s guidance creates a presumption that the prior
text should control, but that presumption is rebuttable.39 A recent high court decision regarding the
interpretation of the Interstate Commerce Act (ICA)—
with specific attention to its 1978 recodification
in the first phase of the updates to title 4940—held
that the pre-recodification language of the Carmack
Amendment41 is definitive.42 This suggests that the
presumption can be overcome—both for other components of title 49 and generally—only with difficulty.43
But three justices dissented, with Justice Sotomayor’s opinion arguing that the present text is the best
evidence of what the law has always meant—echoing
although not citing the reasoning of the Ninth Circuit—
as well as that reliance on the shadow of repealed
statutes is improper.44 Thus, practitioners are still left
with uncertainty as to which interpretive approach a
court would embrace for untested provisions of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958 and its sister statutes.45
Nor is this merely an academic question. There continue to be provisions of subtitle VII for which the
post-recodification language appears to be at odds
with the pre-recodification language, but which have
not yet been confronted by the courts.
An example is the statute authorizing the DOT to
bring a civil action to enforce requirements that appear
in part A of subtitle VII.46 This statute is a successor to
a statute that previously authorized the DOT to bring
a civil action to enforce requirements of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958.47 If the directive that the recodification has made no substantive change to the law is to
be applied, the DOT may not judicially enforce statutes
that now appear in part A but previously were not part
of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,48 and conversely
may judicially enforce statutes that previously were part
of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 but do not appear
in part A.49 Alternatively, if the Ninth Circuit’s line of
reasoning is applicable, by recodification Congress
intended that only—but that all of—part A be judicially
enforceable by the DOT post-1994, even if that should
appear to be a substantive change that was not unambiguously intended by Congress.50
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This uncertainty is further compounded by congressional statements subsequent to the 1994 recodification
to the effect that certain new statutes were confusing
because they departed from the language of their predecessors, even though corrections have not always been
forthcoming. Notably, in the subsequent Congress a revision was proposed to the Anti-Head Tax Act, to correct
an alleged error in the recodification. The revision was
not ultimately enacted, but a conference report stated
that “the managers continue to believe that the recodification of section 1113 was done incorrectly and would
expect that the new section 40116 would continue to
be interpreted in the same way.”51 Although the legal
authority of such legislative statements is uncertain,52 as
a practical matter they are unsettling because they bring
into question to what extent other post-1994 statutes
may be an unreliable embodiment of the law—a concern
that applies with equal force irrespective of whether the
new text or the old text ultimately is definitive.53
Conclusion
As a matter of habit, many practitioners still often
use pre-1994 terminology—such as citations to the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958—but, if specifically
asked, likely would presume that any kinks in the
1994 recodification of the federal aviation statutes had
been resolved long ago; i.e., that the language of subtitle VII is a generally reliable statement of the law,
and that any recodification errors had been identified and corrected. Unfortunately, that is not the case.
Textual differences with potentially substantive consequences linger, and the courts have not provided clear
guidance as to whether conflicts should be resolved
in favor of the pre-1994 or post-1994 language. Thus,
when aviation law matters turn on specific statutory
phraseology, practitioners must consult both the current and the repealed law—and be prepared for a
quagmire if there are any differences. Regrettably, a
decades-old effort to bring clarity to the Transportation Code has not fulfilled its goals but rather has
created new uncertainty.
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change in the la[w].’ By interpreting the current version of the
Carmack Amendment to cover cargo originating overseas, the
Court of Appeals disregarded this direction and dramatically
expanded Carmack’s scope beyond its historical coverage.”
(alteration in original) (citations omitted)).
44. Id. at 126–27 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (“[The majority’s]
view of statutory interpretation would give rise to an unwieldy—
and unjust—system. I would have thought it beyond cavil that
litigants are entitled to rely on the currently applicable version of
enacted statutes to determine their rights and obligations.”).
45. Conflicts between the terms of recodified statutes and
their predecessors appear to have received little scholarly attention overall—although allegiance to the pre-recodification text
generally appears to have been advised. See, e.g., Dennis R.
Bailey, Michael S. Jackson & Bruce A. Rawls, 1975—A Code
Odyssey: A Critical Analysis of the Alabama Recodification
Process, 10 Cumb. L. Rev. 119, 156–57 (1979) (state statutes);
Thomas William Baker, Transportation—Interstate Commerce
Act—ICC Has Plenary and Exclusive Jurisdiction over Joint
Through Routes between Outlying Possessions or Territories
and the United States, 13 Vand. J. Transnat’l L. 885, 893 (1980)
(ICC jurisdictional statutes); Jim Behnke, Safety Jurisdiction
over Natural Gas Pipelines, 19 Energy L.J. 71, 104–10 (1998)
(title 49 pipeline statutes); Mark Cohen, Criminal Contemnor
of Injunction Issued Pursuant to NLRA Has No Right to Jury
Trial, 10 Suffolk Univ. L. Rev. 374, 381 n.39 (1976) (National
Labor Relations Act); William Higgs, Fourth Circuit Review:
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Administrative Law, 39 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 435, 454–55 (1982)
(Trade Secrets Act). But see Fred A. Dewey, Statutory Right to
Recover Damages for Injuries to Person or Property Caused
by a Criminal Act, 34 U. Cin. L. Rev. 138, 141–42 (1965)
(describing as “an absurdity” a scenario in which “the bench,
bar, and citizenry cannot safely rely on the Revised Code, no
matter how clear its provisions, but must always consult the
repealed General Code to ascertain the meaning of the substituted section”).
46. 49 U.S.C. § 46106 (“The Secretary of Transportation
[among others] may bring a civil action against a person in
a district court of the United States to enforce this part or a
requirement or regulation prescribed, or an order or any term
of a certificate or permit issued, under this part.”).
47. 49 U.S.C. app. § 1487 (1988) (recodified as 49 U.S.C.
§ 46106) (“If any person violates any provision of this chapter, or any rule, regulation, requirement, or order thereunder,
or any term, condition, or limitation of any certificate or permit
issued under this chapter, the Board or Secretary of Transportation [among others] may apply to the district court of the
United States . . . for the enforcement of such provision of this
chapter, or of such rule, regulation, requirement, order, term,
condition, or limitation[.]”).
48. See, e.g., 49 U.S.C. app. §§ 1159a, 1159b (1988) (recodified as 49 U.S.C. § 41310(b)–(c)) (discrimination); 49 U.S.C.
app. § 2225 (1988) (recodified as 49 U.S.C. § 44913(b))
(explosives detection).
49. See, e.g., 49 U.S.C. app. § 1344(h) (1988) (recodified as 49
U.S.C. § 47124(b)(2)) (air traffic control contract tower program).
50. An alternative, practical solution would be to hold that
49 U.S.C. § 46106 actually enables the judicial enforcement of
all subtitle VII–based requirements, irrespective of their current
or past designation. Certain precedent and guidance suggest that is in fact the case. See, e.g., FAA Airport Compliance

Manual, FAA Order No. 5190.6B, § 16.2(b)(3) (Sept. 30, 2009);
FAA Compliance and Enforcement Program, FAA Order No.
2150.3B, ch. 5, § 15(j) (Oct. 1, 2007); City of Naples Airport
Auth. v. FAA, 409 F.3d 431, 432 (D.C. Cir. 2005). But that admittedly would not resolve the general interpretive question that is
raised by this article, which is not limited to that statute.
51. H.R. Rep. No. 104-848, at 93 (2d Sess. 1996) (reporting
on the bill that ultimately became Pub. L. No. 104-264, 110 Stat.
3213 (1996)). The House bill would have stricken the phrase
“subsection (c) of this section and” from 49 U.S.C. § 40116(b).
See also H.R. Rep. No. 104-714, at 48–49, 59–60 (2d Sess. 1996);
S. Rep. No. 104-333, at 21, 28 (2d Sess. 1994). This legislative
language was mentioned, but not relied upon, by the DOT in
Tinicum Township Fee Proceeding, Order No. 2008-3-18, at
31–32 (Dep’t of Transp. Mar. 24, 2008).
52. Compare Pension Benefit Guar. Corp. v. LTV Corp., 496
U.S. 633, 650 (1990) (noting that failed legislative proposals are
“a particularly dangerous ground on which to rest an interpretation of a prior statute”), with Andrus v. Shell Oil Co., 446 U.S.
657, 666 n.8 (1980) (noting that “while arguments predicated
upon subsequent congressional actions must be weighed with
extreme care, they should not be rejected out of hand”). See also
Michael F. Sturley, Admiralty’s Greatest Hits: Panama Railroad
Co. v. Johnson, 39 J. Mar. L. & Com. 43, 54–62 (2008) (noting that
revisions to the recodified jurisdictional provisions of the Jones
Act had been proposed but not fully enacted, leaving unresolved
whether substantive changes had been made to the law).
53. Certain other corrections to the recodified statutes were
proposed in 1998. S. Rep. No. 105-278, at 1–13, 17, 20 (2d Sess.
1998). Although not enacted in that Congress, they subsequently
were included in Pub. L. No. 106-181, §§ 104, 135, 718, 720, 114
Stat. 61 (2000). But in the accompanying 1999 report, only one
of them was again specified to be a correction to a recodification
error. H.R. Rep. No. 106-167(I), at 123–24 (1st Sess. 1999).
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